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                Om Vocast

                VOCAST is a design-driven technology company. We have developed a Brand Sharing Platform to help fashion and design brand share their images and words. Part of that platform is a global net- work of journalists, influencers, and stylists that our Research team curates. You will be part of an international team located on Gothersgade in Copenhagen. Brands from several different countries use VOCAST to convey their stories in images, videos, and words. VOCAST’s clients include lea- ding brands like Ganni, Stine Goya, HAY, Georg Jensen, Carl Hansen & Son, and many others.
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            We are looking for a Dutch Media Researcher to help us identify dominating journalists, magazines, content creators, influencers, stylists, etc... within Dutch media covering the fashion, home interior, lifestyle, and design sectors.

About you:

You're into fashion, home interior, and lifestyle, and might be at the beginning of your career within those industries. You are a Bachelor’s or Master’s student living in Denmark, and may have worked with customer success, or for a magazine or as an assistant in a PR / marketing position at an agen- cy or for a brand. You keep up to date with influencers and social media and care about the digital channels that challenge traditional media.

You are outgoing and structured and have no problem cal- ling Dutch media to obtain consent, or helping customers via phone and email. You speak and write fluent Dutch and English and you have deep knowledge of the lifestyle media system in The Net- herlands .

About the job:

We are looking for a colleague with knowledge of the Dutch lifestyle sector, who will help us iden- tify the important contacts dominating the fashion, home interior, and lifestyle industries. In other words, which media and influencers should brands prioritize their PR and marketing efforts on to have maximum impact? You will act as our expert in finding the right Dutch brand ambassadors for our clients.

Apply:

If this sounds like something for you, please send a short motivational letter in max. one page along with your CV explaining why you are the right person for the job to job@vocast.com before 20. March 2024, subject: “Dutch Media Researcher”.

We offer a flexible work life, allowing you to organize your own work frame of around 15 hours a week so that it fits according to your schedule. Salaries are like student positions while taking your experience into account.

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact Bianca Rehnberg at job@vocast.com.

Start date: April / May 2024. Deadline for applying: 20.03.2024
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